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die proteus model library beinhaltet eine reihe von ressourcen, um eine mehrsprachige tastatur, ein
eingerichtetes calendar und mehrere amazon device farm-arbeitsprojekte zu schreiben, die jede
bezeichnung verwenden. sie können auch für einzelne device farm-arbeitsprojekte verwenden. the
model gy 521 is compatible with the model gy 521s, but it will require a significant firmware upgrade
to be fully functional. this will be performed as part of the upgrade to the model gy 521s. it is not
possible to upgrade model gy 521 to model gy 521s without first upgrading to model gy 521s. the
model gy 521s is a completely new gyroscope. it uses a piezoelectric element to drive a closed loop
gyroscope. it requires 2 x 20 ma to power the gyroscope. the gyroscope has the same sensor as the
model gy 521, but it requires a different calibration method. the gyroscope also has increased noise
immunity, and better analog filtering. the gyroscope also has a new design which eliminates certain
resonant modes of operation, which decreases noise. the model gy 521s is capable of being powered
by a single power supply, which is important in applications such as micro-servo controllers, where a
single power supply is used to supply power to the controller and a gyroscope. the model gy
317/318/319 use a piezoelectric gyroscope which requires 2 x 0.5 ma to power the gyroscope. the
gyroscope has the same sensor as the model gy 521, but it requires a different calibration method.
the gyroscope also has increased noise immunity, and better analog filtering. the model gy
320/321/322 use a piezoelectric gyroscope which requires 2 x 0.5 ma to power the gyroscope. the
gyroscope has the same sensor as the model gy 521, but it requires a different calibration method.
the gyroscope also has increased noise immunity, and better analog filtering.
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